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Introduction
As an object of special interest of this paper is precisely the view of the common words since the time of their evidence not only in written texts, like, for example, in "Missal" of Buzuku (1555) etc.; as well as reflected in Albanian dictionaries, as, for example, in the Vocabulary of Frang Bardhi 1 , where we meet a series of words which functioned as special units and later became terms.
One problem in itself is the standardization of terminology and in particular the introduction in the process of standardization of Albanian terms built on the grounds of ordinary words, which serve as key elements of resolving problems of collation and Albanianisation of the technical terminology in the Albanian language.
Technical Terms Reflected in Written Texts
Besides the use in the practice of oral communication, technical terms display their predominant actualization in written texts, primarily in teaching, which is observed since from the beginning of their creation. It started to a limited extent in low-level textbooks, save later was added to the high school level (before 1945) and then higher level (after1945) with the creation of high schools in our country. Each of these levels has specific characteristics in terms of proportions of foreign terms and the Albanianized terms. In the primary level, the amount of technical terms was very limited; mainly dominated by technical terms of agriculture, mechanics, construction. Terms are processed by linguists and experts as specialists of Albanian and foreign languages. In them, generally foreign terms prevail, while Albanian ones are limited in quantity.
In the secondary level (high school) especially in vocational schools, foreign terms were introduced, while maintaining some balance with Albanianized terms. In any case it is evident that terminology has an Albanian base.
In the high level, terminology was created by specialists. In this level foreign terms prevail, and we rarely notice an effort for Albanianization.
Re-conceptualizing of the Technical Vocabulary (Special Vocabulary and Specialized Vocabulary)
In general terms, the technical vocabulary can be seen as a spacious stratification consisting of units (terms or compound words), which operates and is identified in various fields of knowledge, limited by knowledge and its use in speech by speakers. From the point of view of the origin of its creation in the course of time to the present situation, it can also be viewed as the formation from common words, as well as in their continuous development, as units that are divided into two broad groups depending on their two developing stages: from the lower forms of the special vocabulary to the higher forms of the special vocabulary, where as a development core serves the elevation of these two types of vocabularies, from a primary concept to the higher one 2 . Since directly, as a special unit they link with common words as well as with units of a higher conceptual level, such as terms that we can call either special units of scientific-technical level or specialized units. Therefore, we can divide in this regard nominating units of the language vocabulary into three groups as follows:
Albanian Technical Terms and their Conceptual Contents
The largest part of terms are motivational3 in their conceptual content, which means that each of them has a base from which it originates and, just the way as the base is advanced, so will it develop in its content. However, one part of terms derive from common words and enter a field of knowledge on the quality of the term, while maintaining the conceptual content, i.e. its content as a word or as a term is more or less the same. Here we are dealing with same concepts that go from a low conceptual level (as a word) to a higher level (as a term). Thus, eg a range of terms from the field of construction may be considered, like door sill, floor, window (constr.), excavation, threshing, harvesting (farmers.) , that have existed as common words since ancient times (Buzuku: derë-door, prag-door sill, fënestrë (window),korrjeharvesting). Here it should be noted that each of them develops further as dritare -window (building) from fënestrë shtëpie -house window, and the dritare -window (fryrjeje), dere-door (building) and dere-door (bakery) for present time.
The largest part develops from the point of view of conceptual content, by changing in the form the concept, but not at the core of his substantive marking, as rrotë-wheel (cart) rrotë-wheel (car). Here the core is preserved, the expressive function of the word, while the concept is modified (object) in the term such as rrotë-wheel (car). This is seen also in shtrat-platform (of a cart) shtrat-platform (of a car) 3 .
In some cases the term, while changing a lot in the content, varies in for also as we mentioned earlier: parmendë-plow(wooden) parmendë-plow (metal) (=plow), gur mulliri-millstone cilindër bloje-milling cylinder. In different languages for both concepts there are different signs for each concept, or even the same sign is inherited. Thus in Albanian and Russian we have today for the "two concepts" two signs: shq. parmendë plug; rus. lemah pllug, while in English and Italian there is one sign: Eng. plow; it. aratro.
The Basis of Origin of the Technical Terminologies from Common Words and their Further Developments in the Course of Time
1. Technical terminologies partly originate from words related to concepts that came from distant times from different places of the world, as an universal language, which passed from one language to another in different times, translated, adapted, as borrowed or even as being indigene (native). shovel (mixing) (lopatë (përzierëse)) shovel (fan) (lopatë (ventilatori)), wheel (wagon) (rrotë (qerreje)) wheel (car) (rrotë (makine)). These related terms on the basis of developing their conceptual content can be presented schematically in the following form:
Conclusion
On general terms, the technical vocabulary can be seen as a broad stratification consisting of units (one word or compound words) that functions and is identified in various fields of knowledge, limited by the knowledge and its use in ordinary discourse by speakers.
In terms of the origin of its creation in the course of time to the present state it can be viewed also as a formation from common words, as well as in their further development, as units divided into two broad groups depending on their two transition stages from the forms of the special vocabulary: basal, to the forms of a higher special vocabulary, where, as a transition basis serves their elevation from a low concept to the high one. Directly they relate as with common words, also with units of a higher conceptual level, as are terms, which we may call either special units of a scientific-technical level or specialized units, since they connect with specific identified knowledge fields. E-ISSN 2281 -4612 ISSN 2281 Academic Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies MCSER Publishing, Rome-Italy Vol 5 No 3 S1 December 2016 
